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Introduction

Commercial Users

The Commercial MT Users and Translators Track at AMTA 2018 features eighteen presentations from worldwide organizations, enterprises, and individuals in the translation and language technology industry, including providers of market research, language services, and commercial and open-source machine translation technologies and services. Many of this year's presentations focus on the wide-ranging applications of artificial intelligence – specifically neural networks – to machine translation and speech, image, video and text processing.

Adopting the latest AI technologies in our industry raises a host of considerations that speakers will address: incorporating adaptive MT, understanding the intersection of humans and machines in augmented translation, creating fair and realistic quality and productivity measures, and calculating the benefits of NMT. New topics presented this year include: automatic conversion of one language variation to another, integration of MT into chatbots, and automatic translation of search queries in data-poor language pairs.

Since machine translation is widely accepted and already applied by default in many business and customer scenarios, a number of presentations will focus on enterprise-level customization, scaling and integration, development of a tiered model for MT application, as well as the shift towards reducing post-editing.
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Government Users

The Government and Military MT Stakeholders Track at AMTA 2018 opens with a panel of respected leaders from the commercial world discussing the latest translation workflow systems, which include both neural machine translation and translation memory, and their implications for the government and military. This thought-provoking panel will be followed by sixteen presentations providing insight into MT, MT-related technologies and terminology in government and military settings.

This Government Track is the first since the practical deployment of neural machine translation (NMT), so many of the presentations discuss AI-focused research, development, evaluation and analysis. Topics covered include the impact of NMT on translation workflows, OpenMT model development, challenges in automatic speech recognition and translation and many others.

We are thrilled to have such an impressive set of commercial, research and government experts contributing to the Government Track this year. Please join us in benefiting from their knowledge and being inspired by their creativity.
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